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Outline

Why are margins important?
How should margins be obtained?
What about dysplasia at the margins?
Margin considerations
- early tumors
- late tumors
- free flaps

Margins in oral cancer

15-30% rate of positive margins
Adverse prognosticator
- ~25% increased risk of recurrence
Indication for adjuvant treatment
Only prognostic factor that can be improved by surgeons and 
impact adjuvant treatment (macroscopic control)
30-50% shrinkage with formalin fixation and slide preparation
Recommend 1cm surgical margin



What makes a margin “negative”

<1mm = involved
1-5mm = close arbitrary 
>5mm clear
Brinkman et al, 2020, Oral Oncology
- <3mm margin associated with recurrence and survival
Karassawa et al, 2017, JAMA OHNS
- No difference in locoregional recurrence between 2.3-5mm 

margin and >5mm margin groups.

Where should margins be taken from?

Specimen vs surgical bed
Simion Chiosea, MD, UPMC



Maxwell et al. Early Oral Tongue Squamous Cell CarcinomaSampling of Margins From Tumor 
Bed and Worse Local Control. JAMA Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2015;141(12):1104-1110.

280 pT1 and pT2
3 groups
- Group 1 (119): margins from 

glossectomy only
- Group 2 (61): margins from 

glossectomy, additional tumor bed
margins if positive

- Group 3 (100): tumor bed margins 
only

Tumor bed vs specimen?

Results
- Narrowest margins in group 3 (2mm)
- Status of margins (pos vs neg) in 

group 2 correlated with LR
- Tumor bed margin sensitivity only 

24%
Conclusion: reliance on tumor bed 
margin sampling is associated with 
worse local control

Margin control improved with specimen 
sampling



Challenges with        
re-excision surgery

Improving margin revision



Dysplasia at the margins

Fox Chase experience, Oral
Oncol
Dysplasia present in 36%
- Mild: 12%
- Moderate: 15%
- Severe: 9%
Mod = severe, and correlates
with local control and DFS

Sopka et al. Dysplasia at the Margin? Investigating the Case for Subsequent Therapy in ‘Low-Risk’ Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma of the Oral Tongue. Oral Oncol. 2013 Nov; 49(11): 1083–1087.

Dysplasia – maximizing the therapeutic ratio

Early stage tumors with isolated severe (possibly mod?)
dysplasia at margin re-resect to avoid adjuvant treatment
- Minimal functional impact, no change in reconstructive plan



Dysplasia – maximizing the therapeutic ratio

“Oral field cancerization”
- The never-ending re-resection 

change in reconstructive plans,
functional impact, no avoidance of
adjuvant treatment

- Severe dysplasia: know when to stop
in late stage disease

- Consider re-resection of margins with
invasive tumor only

Early stage OTSCC margins considerations

Balance of morbidity and function vs
oncologic success
Tempting to go smaller and a small lesion
– stick with 1cm!
Lower rates of PNI, LVI, WPOI-5, nodal
mets for smaller lesions
Better chance to cure surgically
”More in the surgeon’s hands”



Early stage OTSCC

Early stage OTSCC margins considerations

Circumferential mucosal margins, adequate deep margin
sampling
- Deep margin ”layer” resection vs random sampling
Orient your specimen, mark deep margin
Talk to your pathologist, point out potential close areas or
iatrogenic margin disruptions
Re-resection possible if positive on final pathology



Late stage OTSCC margin considerations

Larger, more deeply invasive tumors – higher rates of PNI, LVI, 
WPOI-5 and nodal mets
Adjuvant radiation more likely, “chemo sparing” surgery

Late stage OTSCC margin considerations

Focus on your deep margin (highest failure location)
Larger defects increased sampling error
- Directed margins at areas of concern
Caution when chasing mucosal dysplasia, field cancerization 
effect
Re-resection of positive margins not always possible



Free flap reconstruction

Recent UCSF experience
- 302 flaps (166 oral cavity)
- 79 with local recurrence
- 68% of recurrence located 

at deep flap margin

Conclusions

Early stage OTSCC – margins make all the difference
Late stage OTSCC – focus on concerning areas
Exercise caution when chasing dysplasia
Mark your specimens appropriately
Communicate with your pathologist


